Wellness (02200)
AMETHYST / ROSE QUARTZ / CLEAR QUARTZ
This well-balanced composition has already been used for several hundreds of years to inspirit water by
countless people all around the world. Experts claim that amethyst stimulates the mind and soothes emotions.
Rose quartz fosters tranquility and harmony. Clear Quartz is a stone for clarity and perception. As a
combination, they’re used for their wonderfully invigorating effect. GemWater prepared with this harmonic
blend is the best “everyday water”. Most customers find it to taste smooth and mild. If you're unsure, with which
VitaJuwel blend to start your collection, choose this one.
Inspiration (02212)
LAPIS LAZULI / RUTILATED QUARTZ
Change the world with your creativity and break fresh ground! Get inspired by enjoying a glass of GemWater
from this enchanting combination of rutilated quartz and the deep, celestial blue lapis lazuli – a symbol for
spirituality in ancient Egypt about 6,000 years ago. The beautiful, golden-streaked rutile is said to energize and
to improve awareness. Your brain is made up of about 75% liquid. Research has revealed that drinking water
when we feel thirsty boosts our brain's performance. Feed your brainpower every day with this very special
blend of GemWater.
Five Elements (02202)
AMETHYST / CHALCEDONY / PETRIFIED WOOD / ROSE QUARTZ / OCEAN AGATE
Traditional Chinese Medicine has developed over the last 5,000 years and understands health as a harmonious
balance of five elements: Wood for growth, water for reflection, earth for grounding, metal for strength and fire
for passion. These elements are the prime energetic building blocks from which all substance in the world is
composed. They are metaphors for how things interact with each other. We have included one carefully
selected type of gemstone for each element to reflect each attribute. Get your life in balance. Experience this
ancient wisdom.
Balance (02203)
SODALITE / CHALCEDONY / CLEAR QUARTZ
Sodalite is traditionally used by crystal healing experts to support mental balance, calmness and inner peace.
It’s said to support expressing your thoughts and is therefore also known as the Poet’s Stone.This attribute is
wonderfully complemented by blue chalcedony, which is also called the Speaker’s Stone. Wise men (including
the great Roman speaker and philosopher Cicero) used it when they carefully had to measure their words.
Chalcedony also stands for reflection and meditation. What could be more useful in these hectic times with all
its misunderstandings and haste?
Love (02204)
ROSE QUARTZ / GARNET / CLEAR QUARTZ
All you need is … water. And when you add rose quartz, the quintessential stone of love, tenderness and
sensuality, anything is possible. Fair and lovely rose quartz is a talisman for relationships and is used in crystal
healing to release emotional wounds and traumas and to bring peace and calm. Fiery Garnet adds a
wonderful component of sensuality and passion to this blend. Combined, they create a unique emotional
dynamic - LOVE. For those who love water, this is the perfect gift. In order for the heart to beat, it needs water.
Vitality (02205)
EMERALD / CLEAR QUARTZ
The 11th-century abbess and healer Hildegard of Bingen declared in her writings: “All the green of nature is
concentrated within the Emerald.” Emerald is a crystal of the heart. It stands for renewal and regeneration like
no other. This lush “growth crystal” has been a source of fascination in several cultures for over six thousand
years and was considered a symbol of eternal life in ancient Egypt. Many believe emerald to have
rejuvenating and restoring effects. It is also said to promote self-esteem. Drink emerald-infused GemWater and
become vital. Naturally!
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Luna (02253)
RAINBOW MOONSTONE (WHITE LABRADORITE) / CLEAR QUARTZ
As the name suggests, Luna is strongly connected to the energy of the moon, making it first and foremost, a
women’s stone. In traditional healing practices it is used to help strengthen a woman’s intuitive sense, open the
heart and to get in balance with the natural cycles of life. Wise women know about the effects of the moon on
their body. Vibrating with the light of a full moon, rainbow moonstone provides a reflective, calming energy.
Even men are said to benefit from empowering their gentler, more feminine side.
Forever Young (02254)
AVENTURINE / AQUAMARINE / SMOKY QUARTZ
Water is the elixir of life! The gemstone blend is designed to attract clarity, purity and fluidity like a natural
mountain spring on a crisp clear day. If your personal detox practices are important to you in these hectic
times, the Forever Young blend offers an additional dimension of energetic cleansing. Aventurine has been
used for regenerative and reviving purposes, aquamarine for cleansing and smoky quartz for stress relief. In the
natural healing arts, this combination of aventurine, aquamarine, and smoky quartz provides an invigorating
cleanse of body and mind.
Happiness (02255)
CARNELIAN / ORANGE CALCITE / JADE (NEPHRITE) / CLEAR QUARTZ
Do you feel that you could use a little more joy in your life? Then choose this blend! It has been designed to
inspire and attract all that is positive and good. Natural healing traditions tell us this combination of beaming
orange calcite and brilliant carnelian (the “Stone of Life”) form a vibrant aura of openness, eloquence, and
optimism. And to top it off, we’ve included beautiful jade. This “Dream Stone” is said to bless whatever it
touches and has been famous over the last 6,000 years for attracting good luck.
Guardian (02256)
BLACK TOURMALINE / AMETHYST / CLEAR QUARTZ
New ideas, mental strength and inner growth require an open mind. This intense blend has been created to
neutralize everything negative; whether it comes from working or living in a challenging environment or just bad
vibes from our fellow humans. In natural healing traditions, grounding black tourmaline stands for protection
and safety. In several publications, Amethyst has been named the perfect companion for black tourmaline to
create a powerful, natural shield against negativity. Clear Quartz adds a good portion of clarity. Use GUARDIAN
as a screen and enjoy the freedom you’ll gain.
Fitness (02201)
RED JASPER / MAGNESITE / CLEAR QUARTZ
Along with exercise and a balanced diet, nothing supports an active lifestyle better than enough fresh water.
Drinking water first thing in the morning is an easy way to speed up your metabolism. Lots of people confuse
thirst for hunger, so staying hydrated could help you avoid overeating. Make a start, put on your running shoes
and fill your water bottle with "Fitness" GemWater. Include this special blend of beaming red jasper, solid
magnesite and pure rock crystal in your regular workout schedule and get ready for a surprise!
Diamonds (02213)
DIAMOND SLIVERS / CLEAR QUARTZ
Diamonds are a GemWater lover's best friend. The most precious gem on earth was believed to channel divine
energy and was reserved only for kings and queens. Our customers say that no other GemWater tastes as
intense and apollonian as this exclusive blend. Try it once and you'll never again drink ordinary tap water. It also
makes a perfect gift for that special someone you treasure most in your life – it is as unique as a diamond ring or
a precious necklace. This blend is truly jewelry for your water!
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